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When Goans go abroad, there’s always a sense of nostalgia that accompanies them even as they 

busy themselves, putting down roots in a new country. Thanks to organisations like the Goan 

Overseas Association of Victoria (G.O.A.V) which facilitate events for Goans in and around 

Melbourne, there are plenty of opportunities for social interaction.  

These events tend to capture the essence of Goa by way of music, food and ambience. For those 

with a strong connection to Goa, there’s nothing better than celebrating traditional Goan feasts  

with sorpotel and sanaas while being serenaded by musicians, who feel the pulse of Goan vitality 

and portray it in their music. Most of these talented artists give their time and energy willingly, 

setting the stage for new talent that is always evolving, as well as creating harmony within the 

community.  

Josefato Vales from Seraulim Margao, is one such artist. He came 

to Melbourne in 2012 with his wife and two children after a brief 

stint in Adelaide. His dad had been the local choirmaster back 

home and had instilled in him a love for music, teaching him to 

play the violin and the keyboard.  

Josefato honed  his skills in Goa, playing for many local bands such 

as Whitewinds, Black Slades and Emiliano and his Cabaleros  to 

name a few. Yet equally memorable for him, were the years he 

played as base guitarist with Chris Perry in the nineties. Young and 

impressionable, Josefato was in awe of Chris Perry’s talent and 

remembers him as a sort of father figure as far as music was concerned. This music legend guided his 

band with a firm yet kind hand and as Josefato stood in the wings so to speak, he began to fine tune 

his own skills as a musician. 

Josefato’s love for music was always close to the surface and a few months after his arrival in 

Melbourne he was approached by a gentleman named Simon Fernandes who was planning a 

Konkani tiatr and needed a musician. Josefato happily obliged and organised the entire music for 

Pordexi Goenkar  which turned out to be a beautiful showcase of Goan talent in Melbourne. He went 

on to contribute his skill to other Konkani tiatrs that followed, such as Bhogsonnem and Ghatki. 

At one of the talent shows organised by the Goan Association, Josefato was intrigued by the 

untapped potential he sensed in some of the children who participated.  He was certain he could 

mould it into something fresh and interesting and he was not wrong. Within a few months he had 

trained a little troupe of youngsters who showcased their modest accomplishment at the first 

Cultural Night organised in 2017. You can listen to some of their amazing singing at: 

https://youtu.be/3WaxT3TAOzY 

https://youtu.be/3WaxT3TAOzY


While Josefato is happy to experiment and extend his creativity by organising group performances, 

another artist Dilip Chico is content to showcase his talent very effectively as a one-man band. 

Born in Fontainhas Panjim, Dilip always had a passion for music 

and learnt to play the violin and guitar. He joined a Goan Folk 

Troupe, Alègria’ which participated in various food festivals across 

Goa and India.  He performed internationally as well — first as a 

solo artist in Dubai, Kuwait and Oman and later in a group, at the 

Festival of India in Paris in 1986. He accompanied the well-known 

creative genius Francisco Martins too, on trips to Guyana and 

London. 

Back home in Goa, Dilip performed a few times with Emiliano Da 

Cruz and his band. He also has fond memories of singing 

alongside Alexander Rosario, a talented Goan singer who would often join Alègria, performing at the 

Fort Aguada Beach Resort and other five star hotels in Goa.  

Dilip seems to have imbibed much of the passion of these Goan legends and it comes through so 

well, especially when he sings Portuguese songs. His smooth rendition never fails to send his 

audience on a nostalgic trip to yesteryears in Goa— back to the days when he performed as a solo 

artist, backed by percussionist Eudes Fernandes on the bongos. You can pick up your headphones 

and check out Dilip’s singing at: https://youtu.be/GrjpjaTkVA8  

 In May this year, Alègria had a reunion at Club Vasco da Gama and Messias Tavares, the leader of 

the group was delighted that Dilip was able to join them. It was their turn to take a trip down 

memory lane recollecting all the fun moments they shared as a group, and Dilip returned to 

Melbourne with many fond memories. 

Dilip enjoys giving impromptu performances at many of the Goan functions in Melbourne and 

recently sang a few songs at the Sao João celebrations in June this year. 

  

Joe Fernandes (Josephat Fernandes) may look like any other Goan, but when he gets on stage as 

‘Elvis’ he has his audience truly captivated. With the confidence and charisma to impersonate this 

great artist (both in voice as well as verve) Joe delights in his favourite genre — Rock and Roll and 

ballads.  

Originally from Colva, Joe was seven when his family moved to Mumbai. His dad, Francisco 

Fernandes played ‘first-violin’ in the background takes for renowned playback singer Mukesh (Indian 

film industry). As a teenager, Joe got the opportunity to sing on many of those sets in the chorus 

band.  

At eighteen he joined The Friendship Clan  which performed at many weddings and socials in 

Mumbai. Very soon, within the Goan circle he became known as the ‘Engelbert of Bombay’. 

When Joe finally made his way to Melbourne in 1974 he stepped into the Melbourne music scene, 

singing in residency bands such as Percy Herbert’s Combo and others, while working full time in the 

accounting field.  

https://youtu.be/GarjpjTkVA8


His passion for music had been ignited when his mother used to play her favourite Konkani records 

on their gramophone at home. Lorna became one of his favourite Goan artists and he included many 

of her songs in his repertoire. But what is impressive too, is that his wife Bernadette (who is from 

Hong Kong) sings Lorna’s song Saude beautifully and very authentically, despite the fact that Konkani 

is not even her native tongue. Much of the credit goes to Joe, who not only inspired her enthusiasm 

but taught her to sing in Konkani.  

The music scene in Melbourne is continually evolving and artists have to stay in tune with the many 

cultural influences around them, creating variations that are tailored to the newer generation. 

Chris Rodrigues plays keys in Next Generation, a popular Melbourne band. He has roots in Candolim 

Goa, although he himself was born and brought up in Calcutta. His longstanding affair with music 

began when his budding talent was discovered by musician Axel Rodricks, who took him under his 

wing and mentored him. Chris was an eager student and quickly picked up the intricate nuances of 

music. He was later invited to join Barefoot, playing alongside Axel, with whom he teamed up for the 

next seven years, touring most of India before he moved to Australia in 2004. Chris has a vital and 

engaging personality and his music reflects this. His passion lies in Soul, Funk and Blues. While he is 

perfectly content playing keyboard and singing back-up vocals, he also dabbles in a bit of harmonica 

and bongos.  

 

Another musician who has seen music evolve in Melbourne is Phillip 

Noronha. One of the trio in Three Down Under, Phil is originally from 

Porvorim, but spent most of his life in Mazagon, Mumbai before 

moving to Melbourne around twenty years ago. Phil believes in the 

authenticity of live music and strives to keep that flame alive. Now 

retired, he plays for country clubs where his soothing music is always 

well received. He also plays at many Goan and Anglo Indian socials 

and has written some original songs, like It’s so nice, Do you want to 

know and The world is mine besides others, which are available on his 

You Tube channel, pnoronha22. 

 

 

 Roshan Alvarez may be one of the youngest Goans in Melbourne to take his promising talent as a DJ 

to various clubs across Melbourne, including Crown. Roshan is only nineteen, but has already found 

his groove, selecting music with surprising ease and intuition for different audiences. His favourite 

music is Hip Hop and R&B (Rhythm and Blues) which is what he is asked to play at the majority of his 

events. In a couple of weeks Roshan will be making his first international debut to Mauritius to 

perform two gigs. Currently pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Audio, Roshan is gaining valuable hands-

on experience while fuelling his passion for music. What better balance could there be for any 

budding musician!  



This article is just a brief snapshot of some of Melbourne’s Goan musicians. There are many others 

who are still unsung, yet contribute greatly in keeping the vibrant culture of Goan music alive with 

their enthusiasm, zest and passion. 

For anyone eager to know more about Goans in Melbourne, please visit the G.O.A.V Facebook page 

at: https://www.facebook.com/GOAV.ORG.AU/ 

https://www.facebook.com/GOAV.ORG.AU/

